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Abstract

Let M and A' be finitely generated and graded modules over a standard positive graded commutative
Noetherian ring R, with irrelevant ideal /?+. Let H# (M, N)n be the nth component of the graded
generalized local cohomology module HR+(M, N). In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior
of Assfl+(//|+(Af, N)n) as n —>• —oo whenever k is the least integer j for which the ordinary local
cohomology module H'R+ (N) is not finitely generated.

2000 Mathematics subject classification: primary 13D45,13A02,13E05; secondary 14B15.

1. Introduction

There is a lot of current interest in the theory of graded local cohomology modules and
in recent years there have appeared many papers concerned with this context and its
developments. The main purpose of this paper is to establish an asymptotic behaviour
of associated prime ideals of graded components of generalized local cohomology
modules.

The concept of generalized local cohomology of /^-modules M and N relative to
an ideal / of a commutative Noetherian ring R was introduced by Herzog in [10] and
studied by Suzuki in [21] (see also [2]) as

HJ(M, N) = lim Ext's(M/FM, N),

where i e No, and was studied in [1,11,14,16,22,23] (here No and N denote the
set of non-negative and positive integers, respectively; Z will denote the set of all
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integers). It is well known that the functor # / ( - , - ) : C(R) x C(/?) —• C(R) is
a two variable additive R-linear functor and for M = R, it is converted to Hj(-),
the ith ordinary local cohomology functor (where C(R) denotes the category of all
^-modules and /?-homomorphisms).

Assume that R = ®n6No Rn is a positively graded Noetherian ring which is stan-
dard, in the sense R = RQ[R\], and set R+ = ®n6N Rn, the irrelevant ideal of R.
Let M = ® n e Z Mn and N = ® n 6 i Nn be non-zero finitely generated graded R-
modules. It is well known that Hj{N) is equipped with a natural grading for all
i 6 No (compare [8, Remarks 12.3.6]). The associated primes of graded com-
ponents of local cohomology modules were studied in a number of papers (com-
pare [3-7,12,13,17,18]). Brodmann and Hellus, in [6], showed that if k is an
integer such that H'R+(N) is finitely generated for all i < k, then the associated
prime ideals of HR+(N)n is asymptotically stable as n —> —oo. Recall that we
say ASSR,, (H'R+(N)n) are asymptotically stable as n —> —oo if there exists an
integer n0 e 1 such that AssRo (H'^(N)n) = Ass*0 (H'R+(N)ni>) for all n < n0.
Also, in [14], the first present author established the above result in the context
of generalized local cohomology modules (see [14, Theorem 3.5]). We say that
Ass*,, (H'R+(M, N)n) is asymptotically stable as n —• -oo if there exists ann0 e Z
such that Ass% (HR+ (M, N)n) = Ass*0 (H'K+ (M, //)„„) for all n < n0 (see [14, Nota-
tion and Remarks 3.3]). In this paper we will show that if H'R+ (N) is finitely generated
for all i < k then AssRo (HR+(M, N)n) is asymptotically stable as n —>• —oo.

The grading of the generalized local cohomology module H'R+(M, N) has been
studied by the first present author in [14]. He found that the grading of the generalized
local cohomology modules with respect to the irrelevant ideal of R has some properties
similar to the ordinary local cohomology modules. Let us now briefly recall some
basic properties of graded generalized local cohomology modules (see [14]).

(i) For every finitely generated graded /?-module M, if we forget the grading on
the module *HomR(M, N) then we have the module HomR(M, N) (see [9, Pages 32-
33]). Hence there is a homogeneous isomorphism Hf(M, N) = Hf(HomR(M, N))
for every homogeneous ideal / of R.

(ii) If there is a short exact sequence of graded modules and homogeneous homo-
morphisms

0 —• N' —+ N —• N" —» 0

(by "homogeneous" here we mean 'homogeneous of degree zero') then there exists the
following long exact sequence of graded modules and homogeneous homomorphisms

0 —+ Hf (M, N') —+ Hf (M, N) —• H? (M, N") —> Hj (M, N') —> • • • .

(iii) Let /?' = ©n€NoK b e a second commutative Noetherian ring and let
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/ : R —> R' be a homogeneous flat ring homomorphism. Let / be a homoge-
neous ideal of R. Then there exists a homogeneous isomorphism

HJ(M, N) ®R R' = Hl
IR, (M ®R R', N ®R R') ,

for all i e No.
(iv) If N is a /?+-torsion ^-module, then by choosing a *injective R+ -torsion

resolution E' on N in which each term is an R+-torsion i?-module for all / e No. w e

obtain the following homogeneous isomorphisms (see [16, Lemma 2.2])

HR+(M, N) = H> (H°R+(*HomR(M, £•))) = / / ' (Horn* (M, H°R+ (£*)))

= H' (HomR(M, £")) = Ext'R(M, N).

Moreover, by [14, Lemma 3.1], for all i e No, H'R+(M, N)n is a finitely generated
7?o-module and only finitely many of H'R+ (M, N)n can be non-zero.

Throughout the paper, let R = ©n£No Rn be a N0-graded standard commutative
Noetherian ring. We will use the notation defined in this section throughout the paper.

2. Asymptotic behavior of associated primes

Let N be a graded R -module and / be a homogeneous ideal of R. A sequence
of homogeneous elements a\, ..., ak of / is said to be a homogeneous I-filter reg-
ular sequence on N if a, £ p for all p e Ass« (N/(a{,..., a,_i)A^) \ V(I) for all
/ = 1 , . . . , k, where V(I) denotes the set of prime ideals of R containing / . Also, a
graded 7?-module T = ®M€2 Tn is said to be asymptotically gap free, if the cardinal
number of

[n el<0\Tn £0, rn+1=0}

is finite (compare [6, Definition and Remark 4.1]).

PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that I is an ideal of R generated by elements of positive
degrees. Then, for every positive integer n, there exists a homogeneous I-filter regular
sequence on N of length n.

PROOF. Let n e N. By [9, Lemma 1.5.10], since / ^ UpeAssW\V(/) p, there exists
a homogeneous element a\ in / \ UpeAss(Ar)\v(/) P- Again, since

continuing in this way one can obtain the required homogeneous /-filter regular
sequence au ... ,anon N. •
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REMARK 1. Note that if a.\,..., ak is a homogeneous /-filter regular sequence on N
then, for all i = 1 k,

I — = -TJ— ) C V(/).

Therefore, by [15, Proposition 1.2] (or [20, Lemma 3.4]), we have the following
isomorphisms

for 0 < i < k,

In the following proposition we show that the above isomorphisms are homoge-
neous. Let R' = ©neNo R'n be a second N0-graded commutative Noetherian ring. By
[8, Definition 12.2.1], we say that the covariant functor T : C(R) —> C(R') has
"restriction properties if

(i) whenever M is a graded R-module, the /?'-module T(M) is graded, and
(ii) the gradings in (i) are such that if / : M —> N is a homogeneous homomor-

phism of graded R -modules then T(f) : T(M) —> T(N) is homogeneous.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of a graded ring R. Suppose
k > 1 and au ... ,ak is a homogeneous I-filter regular sequence on N. Then there
are homogeneous isomorphisms

\ f o r 0 < « < * .

PROOF. Let i be an integer such that 0 < i < k and, for every graded /?-module N,
consider the natural grading on H'j (N). Then we can define a grading on H'iai at) (N)
such that the isomorphism Hj(N) = H'^ ^(N) is homogeneous. In the case
0 < i < k\. with respect to these gradings, the negative strongly connected se-
quence of functors (H'{ai at))o<;<t has the "restriction property. Similarly, in the case
k < i, (#(*, at))*<1 and so (HJ^iH^ at)))*<1 have the "restriction property. Now,
it follows from [8, Theorem 12.3.5] that these gradings coincide with the natural ones.
Thus, the desired isomorphisms are homogeneous, as required. D

REMARK 2. (See [6, Remark 3.2]) Assume that (Ro, m0) is a local ring. Set
R'Q = Ro[x]mKo[xh where x is an indeterminate. Then R'o is a faithfully flat Noetherian
local /?0-algebra whose maximal ideal is m'o = moR'0. Put R' = R'o (g/j,, R =
©n€N0 ^o ®«o R>>- Then R' is a positively standard graded ring, faithfully flat as
an /?-algebra- where R'+ = R+R'. For every finitely generated graded R-module
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L = ©n s N o
 L - set L' = R' ®RL = R'o <g>*0 L = 0 n e N o R'o ®Ro Ln, which is a

finitely generated /^'-module. Since R'o is an R0-fia.t, in view of the statement (iii) in
Section 1, the faithful /?0-flatness of R'o gives rise to an isomorphism of ^-modules
H'R,+ (M', N')n = H'R+(M, N)n ®R+ R'Q for all i e No and n e 1. This, together with
[19^ Theorem (23.2)(ii)], shows that

AssRo (HR+(M, N)n) = \p'onRo p'oe Ass*- (// ' , (M1, N'

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose R = ©n £ N o Rn is a positively standard graded Noetherian
ring and that the base ring Ro is local. Let Mand N be finitely generated and graded
R-modules and let k be a positive integer such that H'R (N) is finitely generated for
every i < k. Then Ass«0 [HR (M, N)n) is asymptotically stable as n —> —oo.

PROOF. According to Remark 2, we may replace R, M and N respectively by R', M'
and N' and hence assume that the residue field R0/m0 is infinite. By Proposition 2.1,
there exists a homogeneous R+-filter regular sequence a\,..., ak+i on N.

Now, set So = N and 5,- = H'au_ai)(N) for / = 1, . . . , k + 1. In view of [8,
Exercise 1.1.2] and Proposition 2.2, we have the homogeneous isomorphisms

//(°()(S,-i) = //".....^(S,-,) = HR-+
l(N) and / ^ ( S , - , ) = H[a. ai)(N).

So, by [8, Exercise 12.4.2], we obtain the following exact sequence of homogeneous
homomorphisms

for all / = 1, . . . , k + 1, where /• is considered as canonical map. We may now obtain
two homogeneous short exact sequences as follows

(2.1)
(2.2)

0 -
0 -

->• Im f i —> (St-i)

(N) — • Si

a, > Sj >

-i^imy;
0

— • *

and
0.

On the other hand, since the multiplication by a, provides an automorphism on (5,_i)flf

and H'R+(M, (S,_i)a,) is R+-torsion, we have H'R+(M, (5,-_i)a,.) = 0 for all t e No and
i = 1, . . . , k + 1. Hence, by applying the functor H'R+(M, —) on (2.1), we obtain the
homogeneous isomorphism

(2.3) H'R+ (M, Si) = H'R
+J (M, Im / , ) for all t e No.

Also, by applying the functor H'R+ (M, - ) on (2.2) together with (2.3), we obtain the
homogeneous exact sequence

+ H'R+(M, 5,_.) ^ H'-+
l (M, S,) -> H'R

+
+

l (M, HR
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for all t e N and / == 1 , . . . , k + 1. Now, in view of [14, Lemma 3.1], the graded
/?-module H'R (M, HR~J(N)) has only finitely many nonzero components, so there
exists H] e Z such that for all n < nit

H'R+(M> H£(N)), = 0 = H£\M, H'R-x(N))n.
This implies that there is a homogeneous isomorphism

/^+(M,S,_,)n = H'~+
X (M,5,)n

for all t e N, n < r\\ and i = l,...,k + 1. Hence we obtain the following
homogeneous isomorphism

for all n < n\ and so it is enough for us to show that AssRo(HR (M, Sk)n) is as-
ymptotically stable as n —> - c o . In order to do this, we claim that there is a
homogeneous isomorphism HR+(M, Sk) = HR+(M, HR+(N)). To show this, consider
the homogeneous exact sequence

0 — ^ ( A O — • S * — • ( S * ) ( f t + 1

to deduce the homogeneous exact sequence

0 — • Hi (Af, Hk
+(N)) — • H°R+(M, Sk) —> H°R+ (Af, (Sk)at+i) = 0.

Thus, by [6, Lemma 5.4] in view of [9, Exercise 1.2.28], we conclude that

Ass*0 {Hk
R+(M, N)n) = AssRo (H°S+(M, Sk)n) = Ass«0 (tf°+ (Af, Hk

R+

= Ass«0 (HomR (M, //Ĵ  (N)) ) ,

where the last equality holds by statement (iv) of Section 1. Now the last term is
asymptotically stable as n —> - c o and the proof is complete. •

In order to state the main theorem, we need the concept of the finiteness dimension
of an /^-module. Let N be a finitely generated and graded i?-module. Recall that the
finiteness dimension of N relative to R+ is defined by

/ R + ( A 0 = inf {/ e N \HR+(N) is not finitely generated}.

As, by [8, Proposition 15.1.5], H'R+(N)n is finitely generated for all i e Ho and all
n e Z and vanishes for all n » 0, we may write

fR+(N) = i n f { i e N o

= inf [i e No
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THEOREM 2.4. Let M and N be finitely generated and graded R-modules and let

f — fR+ (N) € N. Then AssR|) (HR+(M, N)n) is asymptotically stable as n —> - o o .
Moreover, H^ (M, N) is an asymptotically gap free R-module.

PROOF. It is well known that, for all / € No,

p e AssR (H'R+ (M, N)) if and only if p O Ro e Assfl() (HR+ (M, W)) ,

and that

Ass«0 {HR+(M, N)) = 1 J Assfi0 {HR+{M, N)n) .

Also, in view of [16, Theorem 2.3], Ass« (HR+(M, N)) is finite. So,

is finite. Suppose that p0 e si'. Then H[R )+(NP(>) is a finitely generated 7?Po-module

for all ( < / . Now, Lemma 2.3 implies that

is asymptotically stable as n —> - o o . As p0 e Ass/;0 [Hf
R+{M, N)n) if and only if

e Ass(Ro)ll

it follows that Ass/;0 {HR+ (M, N)n) is asymptotically stable as n —> — CX3, as required
in the first statement. The second statement is now obvious. D

COROLLARY 2.5. (See [6, Proposition 5.6].) Suppose that N is a finitely generated

and graded R-module and let f = f^(N) 6 N. Then Ass/j0 (HR+(N)n) is asymptot-

ically stable as n —> —oo and HR (N) is an asymptotically gap free R-module.
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